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This brief review inspects how chemistry or electrochemistry at

a solid–vapor or solid–electrolyte interface couple to the

mechanics of the solid. Emphasis is on the complementarity of

two at first sight unrelated phenomena: on the one hand,

adsorption or electric charging change the local tangential

stresses in the solid surface; on the other hand, a tangential

strain of the surface changes the adsorption enthalpy and the

chemical or electric potential. One and the same materials

parameter underlies these phenomena. The phenomenology

and the Maxwell relations behind that observation are

discussed and the underlying microscopic mechanisms

addressed, with particular attention to symmetry and sign of

the coupling coefficients.
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Introduction
The interaction between chemistry and mechanics is cru-

cial for many materials phenomena. Its impact on processes

in the bulk of solids is thoroughly studied and of eminent

technological importance in metallurgy. As just one exam-

ple, the martensite transformation — which relies on the

elastic distortion of a crystal lattice to enhance its solubility

for interstitials, such as carbon in iron — hasbeen exploited

for millennia for hardening steel. The present article is

focused on the coupling between chemistry and mechanics

at solid surfaces, which is a more recent topic. Since many

adsorption phenomena involve ions, and since electro-

chemistry provides a particularly convenient and quantifi-

able way of manipulating the chemistry at surfaces, the

coupling phenomena here also include the aspect of local

electric charging. Thus, any discussion of chemo-mechanical
www.sciencedirect.com 
coupling at surfaces requires that the more general issue of

electro-chemo-mechanicalcoupling is included.It iseven more

important to realize that there are two complementary

views on the science underlying the various coupling

phenomena, which will now be addressed.

The first view focuses on the fact that solid surfaces are

afflicted with local stresses — quantified by the phenom-

enological parameter ‘surface stress’ — and that these

stresses change during adsorption or electric charging.

This phenomenon can be observed in experiments which

monitor the change in macroscopic dimensions of solid

bodies as they are exposed to varying environments —

porous bodies swell or shrink, cantilevers bend. The

surface-stress-induced deformation is of relevance for

such diverse topics as actuation with carbon nanostruc-

tures [1] and metal nanostructures [2] or sensing with

microscale [3] and nanoscale structures [4�] and the

extraction of shale gas [5]. Its impact on the strength

and even crystal lattice stability of nanoscale metals is

under discussion [6,7].

The second view focuses on changes in the adsorption

energy on solid surfaces when strain in the tangent

plane is imposed on the surface. In the consequence,

experiments observe the decoration of local stress

concentrations at surfaces by adatoms [8] and the

variation of adsorption enthalpies [9,10��] or electrode

potentials [11�,12�] when surfaces are uniformly

strained. Experiment also confirms this phenomenon

as a means for modulating the reactivity of surfaces in

electrocatalysis [13��].

Both views are open to inspection by electron-theoretic

density functional theory (DFT) computation. Much of

the current interest in heterogeneous catalysis with

strained surfaces can be traced back to early predictions

from that latter technique [14��]. Furthermore, DFT

confirms that the surface stress of metals varies during

adsorption [15] and the work function of metals in vac-

uum [16] — closely related to their electrode potential in

electrolyte — as well as adsorption energies on metal

surfaces [17,18��] vary during straining.

Here, we briefly summarize the current view on electro-

chemo-mechanical coupling, with an emphasis on the

complementarity of the above two points of view. In

the interest of simplicity, much of the current literature

is focused on surfaces of high symmetry, where attention

can be restricted to isotropic stress and strain and to scalar

materials parameters. Yet, interesting phenomena arise

when lower symmetry is admitted. Our discussion
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therefore starts out with considering coupling at general,

anisotropic surfaces and introduces isotropy in the plane

of the surface as a special case. The phenomenological

description of the surface behavior will form the center of

the discussion; it will be supplemented by remarks on

atomic-scale processes and by selected examples for

numerical values of materials parameters derived from

experiment or from ab initio computation.

This article touches on several points that have either

been the subject of controversial discussion or that

deserve more detailed discourse. Brevity requires that

the reader is referred to the relevant literature. Specifi-

cally, this relates to the notion that stress at solid surfaces

is quantified by the surface stress and explicitly not by the

surface tension [19�], to the distinction between the

Shuttleworth equation for surface stress in laboratory

coordinates and the simpler defining equation in

Legendre coordinates that is embraced here [20], and

to the description of the mechanical interaction of a fluid

with a solid surface in terms of, alternatively, the ‘pressure

tensor’ in the fluid or, as here, the surface stress [21�].

Fundamentals
Our analysis rests on the discussion of surface mechanics in

the seminal work by Gurtin [22�] and its extension to

electrode surfaces by Weissmüller and Kramer [23�].
Briefly, we consider a solid body which may be nonuni-

formly stressed in its bulk and which is immersed in a

uniform fluid. An interfacial free energy density, c, repre-

sents the local excess (over the homogeneous phases) in

free energy per area at the solid–fluid interface. Focusing

first on electrolyte (superscript E) as the fluid, we take cE a

function of the state variables superficial charge density

(per area), q, and tangential strain, E. The fundamental

equation, which identifies the energy-conjugate variables

electrode potential, E, and surface stress, S, is

dcE ¼ Edq þ S : dE: ð1Þ

Electrode surfaces can behave in an ideal capacitive

manner, so that q varies with E and there is no adsorption.

Here, as during an ideal electrosorption process, q and the

specific excess, G, (molecules per area) of adsorbate are

linked since electric charge is here exclusively trans-

ported by the adsorption of ions. This also implies a link

between E and the chemical potential, m of the adsorbate

in the fluid:

dq ¼ �zFdG ð2Þ

�zFdE ¼ dm ð3Þ

with F Faraday’s constant and z the signed valency of the

adsorbed molecule in solution.
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For surfaces in contact with gas (superscript G), adsorp-

tion is controlled by m, and the fundamental equation is

dcG ¼ mdG þ S : dE: ð4Þ

Maxwell relations for electrocapillary coupling
and sorption–strain coupling
Gokhshtein [11] first pointed out that the same mate-

rials parameter of an electrode surface describes on the

one hand the coupling between surface stress and

charge density and on the other hand the coupling

between electrode  potential and strain. Haiss [24��]
demonstrated that the magnitude of the coupling pro-

vides insights into electrode  processes at a molecular

level. The team of the present author has designed

modern experimental approaches to verify the two

sides of the underlying Maxwell relation and found

excellent agreement [12�,25]. Two variants of the

Maxwell relation emerge naturally from Eqn 1 and 4,

namely

KE ¼ dS

dq

�
�
�
E

¼ dE

dE

�
�
�
q

ð5Þ

for electrolyte and

KG ¼ dS

dG

�
�
�
E
¼ dm

dE

�
�
�
G

ð6Þ

for gas.

The tangential superficial tensors S and E describe a

stress and strain, respectively, that act tangentially in

the plane of the surface and that can be anisotropic in

the plane. The electrocapillary coupling parameters K

have analogous characteristics. As second derivatives of

the state function c, the K are materials parameters of the

surface.

Surfaces in contact with gas or vacuum have no defined

capacitance and so cannot, as a rule, be charged. There is

here no analogon to the capacitive charging of electrode

surfaces. However, the work function W provides a mea-

sure for the chemical potential of the electrons in the

solid. The coupling of the work function to strain is in fact

open to straightforward evaluation by DFT [16]. The

relevant coupling parameter is

KW ¼ 1

F

dW

dE
ð7Þ

for electron exchange.
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Figure 1

Complementarity of surface-stress charge and electrode potential
Strain-dependent adsorption enthalpy
The quantity KG ¼ dm=dEjG in Eqn 6 can be linked to a

strain derivative of the adsorption enthalpy, Dhads.
3 This

is readily illustrated for the example of the Langmuir

isotherm for adsorption of non-interacting molecules at a

surface with a discrete number density, Gmax, of adsorp-

tion sites per area,

m ¼ m0 þ Dhads þ RT ln½u=ð1 � uÞ�; ð8Þ

with u = G/Gmax the fractional coverage and m0 the chem-

ical potential in a reference state. Taking the strain

derivative of m in Eqn 8 at constant G and, hence, at

constant u, gives

Kads ¼ dm

dE

�
�
�
G

¼ dDhads
dE

�
�
�
u

ð9Þ

This result continues to hold when, in a generalization of

the Langmuir isotherm, interactions between adsorbate

molecules are permitted and Dhads is allowed to depend

explicitly on u.

Isotropic surfaces
The surface stress must be isotropic in the plane of

surfaces with threefold or higher symmetry, such as the

(111) and (100) surfaces of face-centered cubic crystals.

Then S ¼ f P with f a scalar surface stress parameter and

P a tangential unit tensor in the plane. It follows that the

electrocapillary or adsorption–strain coupling are also

isotropic, and scalar coupling parameters & (for electrode

processes and electron emission) and z (for adsorption

from gas) can be defined as

& ¼ trace KE ¼ df =dqje ¼ dE=dejq ð10Þ

z ¼ trace KG ¼ df =dGje ¼ dm=dejG ð11Þ

zads ¼ trace Kads ¼ dDhads=de ð12Þ

&W ¼ trace KW ¼ F�1dW=de ð13Þ
3 Energy or enthalpy of adsorption? With attention to fluids, phenom-

enological thermodynamics distinguishes energy and enthalpy by their

state variable for mechanics, namely volume or pressure, respectively.

Adsorption at a solid–fluid interface typically involves mixed boundary

conditions: The constant pressure in the fluid fixes the normal compo-

nent of the stress in the solid whereas the stiffness of the underlying

crystal fixes the tangential component of the strain. Thus, there is no

obvious basis for referring to the work which is done during adsorption as

either, an energy or an enthalpy of adsorption. Here we adopt —

somewhat arbitrarily — the term ‘adsorption enthalpy’.

www.sciencedirect.com 
with e ¼ trace E the relative change in surface area

(measured in laboratory coordinates) by elastic strain.

In electrolyte, the two sides of the Maxwell relation, Eqn

10, have been explored by cantilever bending or porous

metal expansion experiments that probe surface stress

variations and by dynamic electro-chemo-mechanical anal-

ysis (DECMA), probing potential variation in response to

strain. Density functional theory provides data for the

coupling at solid surfaces in contact with gas. For Au

(111) in vacuum, the DFT value [16] of the work-function

strain coupling, & = �1.89 V, is quite precisely (to within

5%) equal to surface stress-charge and electrode potential–

strain coupling parameters, which are �2.0 V [26,27�] and

�1.9 V [12�], respectively. The agreement provides strong

support for the Maxwell relation, and it also suggests that

the electrocapillary coupling parameters for charge-

exchange at the solid–vacuum interface, &W, and at the

solid electrolyte interface, &, connect to the same physics

and agree in magnitude.

Figure 1 illustrates the complementarity of surface-stress

charge and electrode potential–strain coupling that is
strain coupling explored by actuation and sensing experiments with a

porous metal sample, Ref. [4�]. Top frame: scanning electron

micrograph showing microstructure of nanoporous gold, indicating

idealized concept of a ‘ligament’ of the metal network structure as a

cylindrical strut. Lower left frame illustrates actuation, indicating

contraction of ligament when negative charge, dq, is deposited on the

strut and compensated by positive counterions in electrolyte in the

pore space. Lower right frame illustrates sensing where an externally

imposed local strain de at constant electrode potential, E, induces

polarization of the initially charge neutral electrode surface. CE and

RE: counter-electrode and reference-electrode, respectively.

Current Opinion in Chemical Engineering 2019, 24:45–53
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embodied in the Maxwell relation, Eqn 10, for the exam-

ple of an actuation and sensing experiment with a porous

metal body (nanoporous gold, Ref. [4�]). Wetting the pore

surfaces with electrolyte and transferring charge by apply-

ing an external voltage leads to surface stress and, hence,

macroscopic strain of the porous body. Conversely, apply-

ing a macroscopic load leads to local strain of the metal

backbone; this polarizes the metal-electrolyte interface

and leads to charge transfer [4�].

The agreement between DFT for the work function

strain response in vacuum and experimental results for

the electrocapillary coupling in electrolyte exemplifies

that processes involving exchange of the same particle

(electron, atom or molecule) have sensitively the same

strength of coupling, irrespective of whether the process

acts in gas or in electrolyte. The electrocapillary and

sorption–strain coupling coefficients are then simply

related by

& ¼ 1

�zF
z ð14Þ

Specifically, for monovalent anions (z = �1) the electro-

capillary coupling parameter in units of V has the same

numerical magnitude as the sorption–strain coupling

parameter in units of eV.

Anisotropic coupling
The surface stress will generally be anisotropic in the

plane of surfaces of lower than threefold symmetry. The

(110) surfaces of face centered cubic crystals provide a

simple example [28], while more complex structures of

low symmetry are found in reconstructions of many other

crystal surfaces. The reconstruction can in fact be driven

by the strife of the surface to reduce its energy by

relieving the surface stress. For instance, terraces of clean

Au(111) can undergo a ‘herringbone reconstruction’ by

compression along the h110i direction [29,30], relieving

the tensile surface stress of the bulk terminated surface.

As a consequence of the surface stress anisotropy, the

orientation distribution of domains with different crystal-

lographic orientation along the surface couples to uniaxial

strains that are externally imposed on the surface [31].

Low symmetry reconstructions of initially high symmetry

surfaces are often the consequence of adsorption, as

exemplified by the ‘striped phase’ of twofold symmetry

on oxygen covered Au(111) [32,33].

Vicinal surfaces, which are slightly misaligned relative to a

nearbylowindexorientation,provideanotherobviousexam-

ple of low symmetry. Crystallographically, the misalignment

is realized by step edges. These linear defects interact by

short-range, dipole-like stress and strain fields [34,35,36�].
On top of that, steps are associated with long-range tangen-

tial stresses that add to the surface stress of the terraces [37].
Current Opinion in Chemical Engineering 2019, 24:45–53 
In a coarser picture of the surface as an elastic continuum,

corrugation or roughness may be anisotropic. Here, the

amplitude and orientation of the corrugation affect the

magnitude and anisotropy of the effective surface stress that

acts on the underlying crystal [38,39]. Some adsorbates

attach preferentially to step edges, reducing their energy

and thereby promoting morphology changes of the surface,

between faceted (few step edges) and rough (many step

edges). Cyclic transitions between rough and faceted states

of transition-metal or noble-metal surfaces during catalytic

reactions provide striking examples [40��,41].

Even high symmetry surfaces can offer adsorption sites of

low symmetry. For instance, the bridge site on (111) or

(100) surfaces of fcc crystals connects two neighboring

surface atoms. This is a local configuration with twofold

symmetry. It has recently pointed out that the coupling

between adsorption enthalpy and strain of such config-

urations depend on the strain direction [18��]. In other

words, even though the surface has three- or fourfold

symmetry, coupling is not adequately described by the

scalar electrocapillary coupling parameter. Instead, the

more general coupling of Eqn 9 applies. This observation

is reconciled with the earlier considerations on symmetry

when one considers that a uniaxial strain in the plane

breaks the symmetry of the surface. It is tempting to

dismiss this as a second-order effect, so that anisotropic

coupling becomes relevant only at sufficiently large strain

magnitude. Yet, surface science provides obvious exam-

ples for discontinuities of surface properties near high

symmetry points. The pronounced cusps in the surface

energy-versus-misorientation graphs of vicinal surfaces at

their low index orientations [42�] provide a prominent

example. Furthermore, the electrocapillary coupling

parameters of clean and capacitively charged silicon sur-

faces exhibit discontinuities around e = 0 [43], which can

be related to the symmetry-breaking effect of the strain

on the electronic band structure. This confirms that the

symmetry of an imposed strain, isotropic or uniaxial, may

be relevant for the changes in adsorption phenomena.

Sign of the electrocapillary and sorption–
strain coupling parameters
Electrocapillary coupling parameters for capacitive pro-

cesses at transition metal surfaces are invariably negative

valued and in the range �0.5 to �2 V [44]. Yet, the sign is

not forceful, as exemplified by positive-valued & in the sp-

bonded metals Al and Mg [45�]. Furthermore, & for Si

surfaces can exhibit either sign, depending on the nature

(compression or tension) of the strain and on the origin

(conduction band or valence band) of the transferred

electron [43]. Relevant microscopic phenomena, as sum-

marized in Ref. [45�], are a decrease of the Fermi wave-

number (&") and of the surface dipole strength (&#) by

tensile strain, a relaxation of the outermost layer of atoms

(which can be inward [&#] or outward [&"]), along with —

typically — electron enrichment in the bonding regions
www.sciencedirect.com
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4 This relation between df and dm is the differential form of Eqn 25 in

Ref. [21�] when there is no commensurate adsorption. The variation in

the surface stress, f, is here identical to the variation in the surface

tension, g, yet this identity holds only under the restrictive condition of a

saturated and incommensurate layer.
in-between the surface atoms (&#) and a depopulation of

screening orbitals around the ion cores (of transition

metals; &#) upon electron accumulation in the surface.

DFT studies of sp-bonded and transition metals reveal

the relative contributions of these partly opposing phe-

nomena. Yet, a simple predictive theory for the net value

or of simply the sign of & is not in view [45�].

In spite of the complexity revealed by detailed studies of

the electrocapillary coupling, it is popular to discuss the

coupling between strain and adsorption enthalpy in terms

of a simpler approach termed the d-band model [14��].
With an eye on late transition metal surfaces, that model

rests on the notion that tensile strain narrows the d-band

and, in the consequence, increases the energy of its states,

thereby making the surface more binding for adsorbate.

Hence, z < 0 — a trend which is indeed qualitatively

born out by most of the known sorption–strain coupling

parameter values. For instance, transition metal surfaces

typically become more binding for hydrogen [10], oxygen

species [46], and CO [9,14��] when strained in tension.

However, there are also important exceptions. Experi-

ments on oxygen species electrosorption on Au(111)

provide a prominent example: in the early stages of the

electrosorption process the adsorption becomes stronger

upon tensile straining (z < 0), yet in the later stages the

trend is inverted and tensile straining weakens the

adsorption, hence z > 0 [47]. In this instance, the trends

can be related to surface reconstruction: Oxygen adsorbs

initially on pre-existing sites of the bulk-terminated gold

surface, and this process is associated with the expected,

negative-valued z. Subsequently, as one possible mani-

festation of the ‘replacement turnover’ process, gold

atoms may move from terrace-site or step-site into ada-

toms sites and coordinate with oxygen. This recon-

structed surface has a positive-valued z [47].

The observations on OH� on Au emphasize the relevance

of structural changes in the surface for the electrocapillary

coupling. As already mentioned above, relaxation of the

atomic positions of the substrate surface atoms in

response to either, tangential strain or electric charging,

is also an important contribution to the electrocapillary

coupling during capacitive processes [45�,48�,49].

The discussion of chemo-mechanical coupling in this

article is focused on strong bonds. Yet, based on DFT

data in Ref. [50], Gor et al. [21�] have inferred substantial

z-values also for van-der-Waals bonded adsorbates: For

CH4 and CO2 on graphene, they quote z = �64 and

�69 mV, respectively.

Sorption–strain coupling during
underpotential deposition
For certain combinations of two metals, the ions of one metal

in solution can be electrochemically reduced — at electrode

potentialspositiveofthebulkNernstpotential — to formup
www.sciencedirect.com 
to one or sometimes two monolayer thick adsorbate layers on

substrates from the other metal. This process is referred to as

underpotential deposition (UPD). In view of the widespread

notion that the sorption–strain coupling is regularly negative

it is remarkable that Pd UPD on Au makes the surface stress

more tensile (more positive f) [51]. Eqn 11 here implies

z > 0. The sign is immediately rationalized as an expression

of thecoherency stress in a pseudomorphic layer with a lesser

lattice parameter than the substrate [51]. If the atoms in the

layer are smaller than those of the substrate — as is the case

for Pd on Au — then the layer is strained in tension. This

implies a trend for more positive f when the layer is formed

and, hence, a trend for z > 0. Conversely, depositing larger

atoms results in compression in the layer, hence a trend for

more negative fand for z < 0.

As a word of caution, it is noted that the link between size

and adsorption-induced stress is by no means forceful.

Several additional effects may be superimposed:

� Many UPD layers are reconstructed [52], as opposed to

pseudomorphic. Reconstruction affects the stresses in

the surface, see above.

� Even for pseudomorphic UPD layers, the effects of

relaxation in the substrate and of charge-exchange

between substrate and layer contribute to the variation

in surface stress, on top of the misfit strain effect. The

surface stress evolution during the UPD of Bi on Au

exemplifies these effects [53,54]. Indeed, the numeri-

cal magnitude of the electrocapillary coupling parame-

ter for Pd UPD on Au, & =�0.14 V, is substantially

smaller than estimated based on misfit strain alone [51].

� UPD processes can involve the replacement of

adsorbed anions by the metal [54], and the net change

in surface stress will therefore depend on the difference

between surface stresses in the respective two adsor-

bate layers, metal versus anion.

� In the limit of high coverage, some UPD layers undergo

a transition from pseudomorphic (i.e. commensurate)

to incommensurate. Again, Bi UPD on Au from elec-

trolyte [53,55] provides an example. Gor et al. [21�]
emphasize that the surface stress variation in the limit

of a purely incommensurate adsorbate layer depends

only on the adsorption isotherm for G(m) and is other-

wise independent of the adsorbate–substrate interac-

tions. Under these conditions, one finds simply

df = � Gdm.4 In other words, the transition from com-

mensurate to incommensurate makes the size misfit

irrelevant.
Current Opinion in Chemical Engineering 2019, 24:45–53
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In spite of the importance of additional effects, empir-

ical studies confirm that the size of the adsorbed atom

or molecule can be decisive for the sorption–strain

coupling. The role of size, which is illustrated

schematically in Figure 2, is strikingly confirmed by

studies of the surface-stress charge coupling as well as

sorption–strain coupling for the UPD of H on Pd. Here

again, several sets of experimental data can be com-

pared: porous metal dilatometry suggests & = +1.17 V

[56] for the surface stress-charge coupling, while

DECMA and electrosorption on strained pseudomor-

phic Pd monolayers suggests the potential–strain cou-

pling & = +1.1 V [57] and & = +1.4 � 0.2 V [58], respec-

tively. These values are in reasonable agreement.

Significantly, the sign and numerical magnitude of

the coupling is correctly predicted by a continuum

mechanics model that analyzes misfit strain in a H-rich
Figure 2

Mechano-chemical coupling-relating atomic-scale interactions to the sign o

signatures in the macroscopic world. Adsorbed molecules can represent ce

local stresses (‘eigenstress’) in the surface, as depicted in the central row. E

compressive eigenstress of dilatation centers (exemplified in the top row, le

contraction centers (right frame). Dilatation centers give rise to compressive

deformation of macroscale crystals — for instance the bending of cantilever

induce f > 0 and opposite deformation (bottom row right). This connects me

to the coupling between adsorption energy and strain.

Reproduced from Ref. [59].
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superficial layer, relying on the partial molar volume

of hydrogen in bulk Pd and on Pd’s elastic parameters

as only materials parameters: this model yields

& = +1.15 V [56]. In other words, the size misfit is here

a key parameter governing sign and magnitude of the

sorption strain coupling.

A link between continuum approaches and
atomistic theory
The success of continuum approaches in linking the

enthalpy of adsorption to mechanics is not surprising in

view of the well-known success of similar approaches for

the enthalpy of absorption (or enthalpy of solution) in the

bulk. Building on theory by Mott and Nabarro [60�] and

by Eshelby [61], Miedema [62] confirmed that the elastic

part of the enthaply of solution in bulk phases can be well

estimated from the energy of the misfit strain field in the
f the phenomenological coupling parameters and to experimental

nters of dilatation or of contraction, leading to compressive or tensile

xternally imposed tensile strain interacts constructively with the

ft frame), enhancing the binding strength. The opposite applies to

 surface stress ( f < 0, bottom row left), leading to measurable

s as illustrated schematically in the bottom row. Contraction centers

asurements of surface stress by cantilever bending or by dilatometry

www.sciencedirect.com
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matrix crystal when the solute atom is treated as a mis-

fitting sphere. The step from strain field to energy simply

involves integrating the strain energy density that comes

from the local distortion of the crystal lattice around the

solute atom. The hydrostatic component of that strain can

be compressive or tensile, depending on whether the

solute locally expands (interstitials or large substitu-

tionals) or contracts (small substitutionals) the matrix

(Figure 2, central row). At the surface, adsorbing adatoms

which act as centres of expansion (e.g. H on Pd) or of

contraction (e.g. Pd on Au) makes the surface stress,

respectively, more compressive or more tensile [51,56].

This is illustrated in Figure 2, bottom row.

The Maxwell relation, Eqn 11, immediately links the

above-mentioned trends for solute with different misfit

strain to sign and magnitude of the coupling, z, of the

adsorption enthalpy to an externally imposed strain.

Continuum mechanics clarifies the origin of this link:

whereas the contribution of misfit strain to the energy

of adsorption in the absence of external forces may be

represented by a volume integral over the local misfit

strain energy density, externally imposed deformations

generate an extra energy term that is the integral over the

product of the local misfit strain and the externally

imposed stress [63]. This reasoning is confirmed by a

recent atomistic evaluation of the interaction of the local

stress fields around adsorbates (‘eigenstress’): Atom-by-

atom summation of the interaction energy integral repro-

duces the link between the sign of the misfit stress around

adsorbates and the sorption strain coupling strength

[18��]. Since the Maxwell relation includes the surface

stress, and since surface stress leads to measurable defor-

mation of mm-size or cm-size cantilevers or porous bod-

ies, experiments exploring surface-induced deformation

are immediately linked to the atomic scale interactions.

Figure 2 illustrates that link.

Conclusion
The results compiled in this article emphasize that

chemo-mechanical or electro-chemo-mechanical cou-

pling at the interface of a solid with vacuum, gas or

electrolyte can be described by a small set of parameters.

Essentially, for each individual process — namely adsorp-

tion of a specific atom or ion or exchange of an electron on

a specific surface — there exists a sorption–strain or elec-

trocapillary coupling parameter that quantifies both, the

impact of the surface process on the stress within the

surface and the impact of a surface strain on adsorption

enthalpy and electric or chemical potential. These param-

eters can often be represented as scalars, but low symme-

try processes that require the representation by superficial

tensors are not uncommon. At the state of the art, various

experimental techniques are available for quantifying the

coupling. Electron-theoretic density functional theory

can also readily quantify these phenomena. The

desorption–strain or electrocapillary coupling parameters
www.sciencedirect.com 
allow experimentalists and theoreticians to quantitatively

compare their results. Major advances in the field may be

expected if this opportunity is systematically exploited in

future work.
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